Functional MRI study of semantic and phonological language processing in bilingual subjects: preliminary findings.
The objective of the study was to explore differences in regional fMRI activation topography and lateralization between semantic and phonological tasks performed in English and Spanish in bilingual individuals. Eight bilingual (primary Spanish and secondary English-speaking) individuals performed fMRI noun-verb association and rhyming tasks in both Spanish and English. Functional dataset analysis within Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM99) with overlay on T1-weighted anatomic images was performed. Significantly higher laterality indices were noted in the semantic tasks as compared with the phonological tasks in the anterior regions of interest comprising the frontal and superior temporal lobes. A task subtraction analysis demonstrated right hemispheric (inferior frontal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus) foci of significantly increased activation in the combined language phonological tasks compared to the combined language semantic tasks; similarly prominent right hemispheric activation was seen in the English phonological-English semantic subtraction, but the analogous Spanish task subtraction revealed no task-related differences. This divergence in activation topography between semantic and phonological tasks performed in the nonnative language, but not in the primary language, suggests that neural networks utilized for phonological and semantic language processing in the nonnative language may not be as similar as those in the primary language.